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ACER ANNOUNCES PARTNERSHIP WITH AEL
The AEL and Acer team up for game changing PC platform partnership! 
Australian Esports League (AEL) and Acer Australia and New Zealand has 
announced the formation of a strategic partnership that will see the iconic 
Acer Predator brand power the AEL portfolio of events including the AEL High 
Schools Cup, the AEL University Cup and selected regional community council 
events. Stay tuned for further announcements regarding this partnership. 

To learn more about the AEL visit www.ael.org.au

For an in-depth look at gaming trends and how else gaming and high-
performance technology has benefited unique lifestyles and communities, 
Rod Bassi, Acer Australia’s Oceanic Sales Director, is available to provide 
commentary. Get in touch via acer.team@dialoguepr.com.au

INTERVIEW OPPORTUNITIES

MADE FOR COMMUNITY
Long days in lockdown have highlighted just how effective gaming 
can be in providing a sense of community to people. Recent surveys 
and research suggest that gaming has become a platform for people 
to alleviate loneliness, not just boredom. Australia experienced a 
significant gaming boom during 2020 with an increase in numbers of 
users playing online, on mobile devices, and overall usage. 

According to InMobi’s research conducted in Australia in June 2021, this 
rising trend of gaming is looking likely to continue, with COVID-related 
stay-at-home mandates and shifted attitudes to remote working 
increasing our need to relax, entertain ourselves, and virtually connect 
with friends and family on a more immersive level. Furthermore, with 
the Australian government announcing 30% refundable tax offset for 
video game development, available from 1 July 2022, we can only expect 
greater engagement in the gaming industry in the foreseeable future.

FAST DATA FOR FAST CARS 

Since 2017, Acer has been 
equipping Brad Jones and his 
racing team the technology and 
innovation they need to achieve 
their motor racing goals and 
find every possible performance 
advantage. 

As part of the long-term 
partnership, the Brad Jones Racing 
team is equipped with the latest 
hardware from Acer’s Predator 
and Concept D ranges, designed 
to enhance speed – on and off the 
track. Brad Jones, owner of Brad 
Jones Racing says, “Nowadays, 
our drivers are trying to maximise 
performance every single session. 
Every tenth of a second reduction in 
lap time can help a team inch closer 
to winning the race.  

As a result, data and technology 
have become increasingly critical in 
getting the job done properly. Here 
at Brad Jones Racing, we have more 
than fifty people – from the design 
studio, down to manufacturing and 
then to the race group, all focused 
on one thing: speed.” 

Acer’s Predator Triton 500 gives 
Brad Jones Racing the processing 
power they are looking for at 
the track. Processing times are 
decreased with the Intel® Core™ i9 
processor and NVIDIA® GeForce 
RTX 3080 laptop GPU. Multitasking 
is further made possible thanks to 
the 32GB DDR4 memory and up 
to 1TB of storage and NVMe PCIe 
SSDs.

Technology is nothing without 
people. Without human 
inventiveness, none of the 
technology that makes our lives 
easier would exist, and companies 
like Acer, that make a positive 
impact through technological 
solutions, would cease. In this 
special Made for Humanity issue,  

we dive into Acer’s world of making 
the ways we work, learn, and play 
better for the environment and  
for humanity.

Now more than ever, especially 
amid the global COVID-19 
pandemic, technology has 
demonstrated the capability to 

support diverse lifestyles and 
causes in our ever-changing world. 
On October 13, Acer is inviting 
everyone to take part in important 
conversations – from learnings to 
new trends and future-proofing 
for a resilient future - via its 
2021 Next@Acer Global Press 
Conference, streaming live online.

“With the computing technology we have thanks to Acer, we have been able to 
make things happen a lot faster. That’s why having the right technical partner 
through the process is so important.” 

Brad Jones, Owner of Brad Jones Racing

Female Gamers Take the Lead in Australia 

Building momentum in breaking stereotypes are the women in gaming, 
with an ever-growing presence that’s leading the nation. According to 
Digital Australia’s 2020 Report, women over the age of 18 make up 47% 
of the country’s gamers; while research from Nielsen shows that women 
account for an incredible 59% of the 1.8 billion hours Australians spend 
playing video games in 2020.

Moreover, Twitch – the gaming-focused live streaming giant – conducted 
an internal research with comScore, which showed the number of women 
tuning into Twitch increased 223% between January 2020 and December 
2020 alone, with the median age of 27 years old among female Twitch 
audience in Australia. Whichever the research, it’s clear that female 
gamers in Australia are defying the male-centric industry, forming bonds 
and creating gaming communities that are only increasing in number. 
And to that we say game on!

YOU’RE INVITED

Global Press Conference  
Oct 13, 2021

OCT 13, 2021

Now more than ever, technology has the capability 
to support diverse lifestyles and causes in our 
ever-changing world.

Join us online for next@acer, Acer’s Global Press 
Conference, to see how Acer is helping make the 
ways we work, learn, and play better for humanity 
and the environment.

New York
Berlin
Taipei

9am (UTC-4)

3pm (UTC+2)

9pm (UTC+8)

Sydney 12am (UTC+11)

made for humanity

Facebook Event
https://acer.co/next-at-acer-fbevent

YouTube
https://acer.co/next-at-acer-ytstream

MADE FOR HUMANITY

https://online.acer.com.au/
https://online.acer.com.au/
https://go.inmobi.com/gaming-report-2021-australia/
https://igea.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/DA20-Summary-Report.pdf
https://mumbrella.com.au/nielsen-finds-biggest-digital-consumers-and-gamers-in-australia-are-women-673214
https://acer.co/next-at-acer-fbevent
https://acer.co/next-at-acer-ytstream
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Acer’s actions to tackle 
environmental challenges through 
innovative and integrated solutions 
have already yielded positive 
results. For one, Acer has shown 
that green innovation is possible 
in PC products, using sustainable 
materials that can be easily 
recycled to reduce end-to-end 
environmental impacts in the 
world’s first eco-smart laptop, the 
Aspire Vero – more on this to come. 

Rethinking Plastic and Waste 
Taking home a 2020 Reddot Winner 
Award in Packaging Design, Acer’s 

Acer is uniquely positioned as the only global vendor who runs 
an Australian assembly plant. The impact of this was realised 
during the height of COVID-19 in that Acer was able to scale up 
faster and to a larger supply degree. 

To find out how else Acer was able to cater to educators and 
students during the pandemic, Rod Bassi, Acer Australia’s 
Oceanic Sales Director, is available for interview opportunities.

INTERVIEW OPPORTUNITIES

MOVING FORWARD WITH EDUCATING FROM HOME 
The level of disruption that the 
pandemic has caused for Australian 
schools in 2020 has been profound. 
Yet, despite the challenges wreaked 
by COVID-19, the resilience and 
agility of Australian educators to 
upskill and support their students 
outside the physical classroom 
should be celebrated and nurtured. 
At the core of the remote-led 
learning experience is technology 
and most importantly, native 
availability and agility.

Rapid Research Information Forum 
found online teaching was just 
as effective as classroom-based 
teaching when there was access to 

the right tools and resources. The 
Hon James Merlino, Minister for 
Education for Victoria – the state 
with the longest lockdown period 
in 2020 – saw this was particularly 
evident among high-ability 
students who worked best at their 
own pace, as well as students who 
had previously been disengaged 
or distracted in the classroom. 
Furthermore, results of a survey 
performed and published by The 
Educator in Q3 of 2020, showed 
an overwhelming majority of 
educators believed that online 
learning could improve educational 
delivery.

EDUCATION-SPECIFIC HARDWARE
One of the fundamental 
attributes of the Acer 
Computers product range is 
that they are designed with 
education in mind. Which 
means the products are 
renowned for their usability, 
longevity and lightweight 
nature.“The product usability 
of our educational laptop 
range comes from the fact 
that we build from the ground 
up for this sector, rather than 
designing generic, all-purpose 
laptops,” Mr Rod Bassi, Oceanic 
Sales Director for Acer Computer 
Australia explains. “Instead, we 
tailor products unique to the 
education sector, because it is 
a prevalent segment for us – it 
comprises 29% of our business.”

Acer’s TravelMate series is 
purposefully built to stimulate 

student learning with high 
performing, ultra-durable 
design. Featuring a long battery 
life, Full HD webcam and 
blazing fast connection speeds, 
TravelMate empower students 
to get even more out of their 
classes, be they remote or in 
person.

The TravelMate Spin P6 is coming soon, and will be available for review 
opportunities. Register your interest via acer.team@dialoguepr.com.au.

Acer Australia Marketing and 
Communications Manager, 
Rob Corkhill  is available to 
provide commentary on Acer’s 
innovative solutions that are 
taking the PC environmental 
challenges head on.

MADE FOR THE EARTH INTERVIEW 
OPPORTUNITIES

packaging for the ConceptD range 
and Aspire Vero is now almost 
100% virgin plastic free and 
absolutely 100% recyclable with all 
LDPE foam packing removed from 

boxes, and plastic bags eliminated 
for cable packaging. According to 
EnvironmentalPaper.org it takes 
approximately 31% less energy 
to produce recycled paper and 

releases 44% less greenhouse 
gases. It also produces 53% less 
wastewater and results in 39% less 
solid waste. And, of course, fewer 
trees cut down.

https://online.acer.com.au/
https://online.acer.com.au/
https://www.acer.com/ac/en/AU/content/awards
https://www.acer.com/ac/en/AU/content/awards
https://www.chiefscientist.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/COVID-19%20online%20learning.pdf
https://www.jamesmerlino.com.au/media-releases/first-wave-of-students-back-in-the-classroom/
https://www.jamesmerlino.com.au/media-releases/first-wave-of-students-back-in-the-classroom/
https://www.theeducatoronline.com/k12/news/education-through-covid19-school-closures-in-australia/273580
https://www.theeducatoronline.com/k12/news/education-through-covid19-school-closures-in-australia/273580
https://c.environmentalpaper.org/
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PREDATOR GAMING COMMUNITY
The Predator Helios 300 gaming laptop and Predator X38P monitor 
take immersion to another level boasting a wide, vivid display, NVIDIA® 
GeForce RT30 Series graphics, and 11th Gen Intel® Core™processor. 

Acer Predator not only keeps players connected, but properly engaged. 
Apart from in-game and live-stream conversations, Acer’s Predator Den 
and Training Room are great community resources that support gamers 
to share setups and talk about favourite games, benchmark results, or 
learn tips and tricks to level-up. 

Slim, lightweight and stylish, the 
Swift 3 (14" i7) is the ideal laptop 
for working on the move. Designed 
on the Intel® Evo™ platform with 
the latest NVIDIA® GPU, Intel® CPU 
and long battery life so that you 
can perform your best anywhere. 
Housed inside an elegantly silver 
chassis with the vivid colours of a 
14" 16:9 FHD IPS display.

Looking to road test the latest products and technology? We have Acer, ConceptD and Predator devices 
available now for you to review.  

PRODUCT REVIEWS & NEWS

Swift 3

The award-winning Acer 
Chromebook Spin 713 (CP713-
3W) was one of the world’s first 
Intel® Evo™ platform-verified 
Chromebooks and is now available 
with the latest 11th Gen Intel® Core™ 
i7 processors, two Thunderbolt™ 4 
ports, and a VertiView 13.5" display.

Chromebook Spin 713

ConceptD 5 Pro
Acer’s latest device in the ConceptD range, 
the ConceptD 5 Pro, has been designed 
to equip a range of creators with the 
power needed to fuel their workflows and 
creative freedom: 11th Gen Intel® Core™ 
i7 processor, NVIDIA® RTX A5000 laptop 
GPU and True Color display. Stylishly 
designed for all manners of creators – 
architects, digital designers, students, the 
tech-obsessed and more.

https://online.acer.com.au/
https://online.acer.com.au/
https://community.acer.com/en/categories/predatorden?utm_source=community&utm_medium=promobox3&utm_campaign=esports&utm_content=en
https://www.acer.com/ac/en/US/content/training-room

